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About This Game

Hyperborean Charter

Frost and snow envelop the Klondike region as the days grow shorter. A remote research base has requested your company's
services in delivering a care package to the base before a predicated snow storm hits the region. The travel to the Klondike was

uneventful and you were provided with supplies to aid in your journey. However, upon entering the wilderness, you lost all
contact with GPS and your company, leaving you blind, alone, and with only five days to deliver the package...

Gameplay

Without a map, the Klondike will be hard to navigate. Here are some tips to help:

Travel around the Klondike area in search of villages and the research base

Ask at villages for information about where in the Klondike you may find the research base

Find random events around the world to learn more about the happenings, gather resources, or find bandits

Goal

You were chosen to deliver resources to a base within five days. However, you most likely will not be able to make it far enough
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with the few supplies you currently have with you. Through trading at villages to finding random events, you will need to
interact with the citizens of the the Klondike region to both stay alive and locate the research base. Any village elder will be able

to give you information about where the research base may be. The local trader will be more than willing to take some of the
gold and pelts off your hands in exchange for some food or shelter. Throughout the world are random encounters, where the

player may find resources to stay alive, find journal entries detailing the lore of the game, or be set upon by bandits.
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hyperborean charter

Do yourself a favor - Just don't.. It might be a short ride but the sounds and how it looks makes you feel as if you really are
there, it isnt a game as most should know, its just a coaster ride, its about 30 seconds. not long but gets the point for the price

feels real, looks and sounds real

only issue i have is that your sitting in a wooden chair, not even the idea of it being attached to the rail, just floating over it, but
all in all its fun and a awesome way to show off your vr headset to someone who has never used vr before. Can't use 360
wireless because planes always YAW left automatically, can't configure Thrustmaster Joystick because won't let me re-bind
HAT for YAW. Waste of time and money.. after launching the game i cant do anything...

will update this review if it works, else refund inc. its okey 2 be egey. Excellent complextro EDM.
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Woohoo!

My kids and me had a blast from the first second. Now let's get another controller, so we can smash all family members into the
next sun, simultanously!. Really enjoy this little app. It's a lovely piece of digital ambience, with a bit of a learning curve for the
first few minutes. After that, it becomes a wonderfully relaxing way to spend half an hour napping.. Arctic Alive is a survival
horror indie game where you play as an unnamed and unknown female character who wakes up in a caged cell in an arctic base.
Once she escapes she must survive and also find out what is going on inside and outside of the arctic base. That's about all I'm
going to say without spoiling anything else about this game.

You will have to survive and live as long as you can while figuring out the mystery of the arctic by investigating and reading left
behind journal articles. You also have to take care of her by showering, eating, drinking, using the bathroom, etc.

All in all this game is pretty unique and a really nice change from playing AAA games. The only cons I have for this game is the
english translation can be better and there's a game crashing bug where if you try to change into the jacket outfit, the whole
game goes on but the screen is all black. Do I recommend this game? Definitely worth a try and it's price is really low (even
better if you buy it when it goes on sale).. I'll keep this brief: Custom prompts, two colors, and audience participation make this
the definitive version of one of Jackbox's greatest works. Do you have a smartphone/tablet? Do you have local friends, online
friends you can screen-share with via Discord or Skype, or a Twitch stream? Do you have the drawing skills of at least a
kindergartner? You're golden.. NDY is a cute 2-D style beat-em up, move to the right of the screen kinda game. Think Streets
of Rage, just with a small budget, using the walking dead as inspiration and interesting NPC variants to slaughter or shoot, you
must defeat waves of zombies and a scary boss who awaits you at the end of each level.

With more than bash A to win mechanics, you are given a mainhand melee to use like a machete, a sidearm ranged weapon like
a AK-47 and up to two special items which can range from the humble hand grenade to the zombie confusing decoy. Even a
pocket turret to a chicken strapped with TNT. Why not when the end of the world has already happened.

Boss rush modes are included, 3 Difficulty options and a story mode. Endless mode can be played with active leader rankings
and I believe working co-op gameplay, But to be fair I did play the entire game alone. It is most likely more fun with friends, as
all things tend to be. It supports steam achievements, 20 of em. It has trading cards and badges for that potential 600 profile XP,
that is 2\/2. Lastly for the price, it isn't a bad nod. I give it a happy thumbs. It did well by me.. first of all, yes this game has
micro transactions, but you don't need them to play the game

as for the game itself, it's a fun concept as long as you don't cheat by using a guide
the puzzles are fun and handy to find some extra combinations
the combinations are somethimes hard to find, but once you find them they do make sense

all in all i would say that the game is a good way to pass the time as long as you don't pay much for it
i'd advice against buying those microtransactions as they don't really add anything and only make the game more expensive but
like i said you don't need them to play the game. I love these types of games, but unfortunately this template is my least favorite.
The voice acting is terrible, and the game is too easy even on the hardest setting. Graphics are not comparable to the better
Artifex Mundi games, they do not look very clear.. absolute rubbish DONOT WASTE your money unless you like games that
dont actually work properly and have graphics that would that have been perfect for a game developed in the early 90s ( no
joke) how the reviewers gave this a thumbs up ( which influenced me to try it) lead me to believe they must have been working
for the company whos selling it...........sorry if that seems harsh i guess its my fault for not checking the negative views too still
you live and learn so the only positive: sgd 10 dollars is probably a cheap lesson in not trusting the first "top"reviews and taking
time to read between the lines

Review conclusion: cavaet empor Buying BEWARE

New Events and Bug Fixes:
Hyperborean Charter v1.1 is out with new content to explore! The village is a bit more lively, a few events were updated, and
three new events were added to the game.
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Additionally, there were small bug fixes.

More exciting content will come soon!

Change Log

New Content

 Village touch up

 Three new events

 Berry bushes give more food

Bug Fixes

 Can now track number of days on calendar

 Can now lose if run out of days

 Updated branch button to have correct bounds

 Bandits can now steal more than just fur
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